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MICE POLICY MENDS AND DOZES ON RURAL SCHCOL DISTRICTS

Educational reform is an ongoing process, but periodically

public interest focuses on educational concerns and the level of

reform activity is dramatically increased. The United States is

currently experiencing one of these periods.

Rural education may be a big winner. Concerns have focused on

improving education for all students regardless of where they live;

a direction not emphasized in most previous movements.

The reforms bring challenges to rural educators and policy-

makers, but they also bring extraordinary opportunities for real

progress. These challenges relate to teacher certification,

curriculum, facilities, student services and organization.

The movement tward reduced class size, increased services,

higher standards, accountability, competency-based curriculum and

expanded learning opportunities for students will probably continue

to impact rural schools for the next five to ten years.

Trends reflecting concerns related to the learning of thinking

skills, the efficient use of instructional technology, increases in

early childhood education programs and the projected teacher

shortage will provide additional challenges and opportunities for

rural schools.

its paper reviews reform activities and suggests actions for

state, local and federal policy-makers and educational researchers.
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State Policy Trends and impacts on Rural School Districts

State educational reform is an ongoing process. A few states each

year inititate new programs and procedures designed to improve

education. Periodically, the public interest in improving

educational opportunities is raised and when this occurs there is

increased activity at the state and local levels and sometimes at

the federal level. Educational issues move to the forefront of the

legislative agenda. New programs and regulations that respond to

perceived needs are enacted.

The United States is currently experiencing one of these periods of

educational concern and action. NUmerous national reports have

called for educational reforms. Most states have initiated

=missions or task forces to study educational issues and to

recommend improvements, Many states have passed legislation

designed to provide additional resources for education while

increasing accountablility.

Rural education may be a big winner in this latest round of

reforms. Concerns have focused on improving education for all

students regardless of where they live, a direction not emphasized

in most previous movements.
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The reforms bring challenges to rural educators and policy- bakers.

The reforms require creativity and a willingness to do things in a

different manner. Tile reforms bring extraordinary opportunities for

real progress.

This paper reviews the issues associated with current reforms. It

reviews potential trends and provides a series of rec4cmendations

associated with responses to current issues and projected trends.

Major Issues

The time of the year when questions pertaining to the impact of

state reforms are raised probably, affects the priority given to

specific responses. For example, during the early summer months

when many administrators are busily determining, teacher assignments

and student schedules for the coming school year, concerns about

teacher certification, size of high school classes for low demand

courses, and the availability of classroam space are prevalent.

Later in the year concerns about student services assume their

pragmatic priority. Issues related to district ccasolid3tion and

annexation are usually raised during more Etiloscphical

discussions. This time-of-year phenomenon is reflected in the order

that the fallowing issues are discussed.



Racier Certification

Increased requirements for teacher certification affect rural

schools in at least three ways. First, students who receive

instruction from better prepared teachers will benefit. A study

conducted by Eawk and Coble at East Carolina University denonstrated

that students taught mathematics by certified teachers performed

significantly higher than students taught by non-certified

teachers. Although the sanple was small and it is desirable that

the study to be replicated prior to reaching unquestionable

conclusions, the study suggests that when teachers are prepared to

teach the courses assigned, students ek)perform better. Increased

certification requirements are a positive step, but they do present

two problems for the school administrator.

Stall high schools do not have the luxury of having a foreign

language teacher who teaches only foreign languages. Science

teachers are often required to teach mathematics or otter courses.

English teachers are expected to have dual or tTiple certification

in schools that may have two or eight classes of high school

Ehglish. Mall rural high schools require teachers who have

certification in more than one learning area, yet the trend is

toward more in-depth single certification.
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Increased certification requirements often result in the de-

certification of teachers who have previously taught some courses.

It may also decrease the rafter of new teachers with multiple

certification. These two effects combine to- make the assignmeat of

teachers more difficult in small rural secondary schools.

Increased certification requirements also have an effect on the

attraction and retention of teachers. Individuals who are motivated

to obtain maltiple cartificationaxe often the who are attracted

to positions that provide greater possibilities for upward

mobility. They are the individuals who are motivated to achieve,

not only as teachers, but also as instructional and administrative

leaders. They are interested in both economic and status awards

associated with doing a good job. Small, rural and economically

disadvantaged school systems cannot successfully compete with large

and economically advantaged school systems in attracting these

teachers.

Increased certification requirements limit the pool of multiple-

certifieu teachers. This fact has a negative effect on the ability

of many rural schools to attract and retain the very type of teacher

that is required to effectively staff a small school.
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Curriculum

Reform movements have resulted in an increase in the number of

courses required for high school graduation and an increase in

university admission requirements. The requiremel'; that

geographical location of a student's residence should not determine

available learning opportunities appears to be a popular, if

belated, philosophy. Students should be provided with

opportunitiestotdke physics, advanced chemistry, calculus, creative

writing or a third year of a foreign language. Students needing

remedial services ought to be served. The reform movements seek to

provide students who attend small rural and often isolated high

schools the learning opportunities available in more affluent urban

areas.

This is a positive effect, but it does create new constraints for

the school administrator. Requirements for increased learning

opportunities when coupled with lower class size restrictions in all

academic courses, a limited number of allocated teachers and

increased certification requirements can create an quandary for the

administrator. Teacher certification, courses with low enrollments,

instructional space requirements, restrictions on the nudoer of

periods a teacher may teach each day, and transportation system

constraints can interact with the total enrollment factor to present

the school administrator with an almost impossible task.

9
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Reform =cements have also changed elementary schools. The combined

effects of a competency-based curriculum and reduced class size

introduce an additional complexity in same rural elementary

schools. Reduced class sizes often lead to combination classes and

when coupled with a competency-based curriculum dramatically

increases the amount and range of material a teacher is expected to

cover.

For teachers who have historically taught in ione-roomw environments

this is not anew constraint, but for teachers and principals who

have always experienced none-grade" assigmments a new and different

instructional situation is introduced. It is not of the woe order

of magnitude as some of the other issues reviewed, but it is a

problem and should not be ignored.

facilities

Increased learning opportunities, smaller class sizes and additional

student services require additional instructional and service

space. more space meals new or renovated facilities unless the

school has usable unused classrooms and service areas. New or

renovated facilities translate into additional capital

expenditures.



For some economically disadvantaged systems where the state provides

personnel and materials and the local governmental units are

required to cover expenditures associated with facilities and their

operation there is yet another problems With fewer households

having school age children and a national movement toward the

lowering of taxes, it is often difficult to convince the majority of

voters that a bond issuance is required tc, adequately meet the need

for new or renovated schools.

Most school reform movements have dealt with instruction and

services. , Few have addressed the facilities question.

sirvices

Many of the increased services focus on counseling and health care.

Elementary school staffs are often expanded to include a counselor

and school nurse. The challenges presented to rural schools by

these increased services are associated with the previously

discussed issues of space and recruiting. There may be a

supply/demand problem in the area of elementary school counselors.

If this is the case, then small, rural and isolated schools will be

at a disadvantage in the recruitment and retention of counselors.

11
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Some school reforms call for the comsolidation or ,annexation of

school systems. 'Ibis is usually accomplished through cne of three

techniques. First, systems failing to achieve student performance

standards are placed on probation while attempts are made to .provide`

students with learning opportunities that are designed to increase .:

overall student performance. If student performance is not

increased to an acceptable bevel within a specified period then the

system can be placed under the direct operation of the state for a

period of time or merged with another system.-

gl'
Al second movement toward consolidation or annexation is also related

to standards. Systems are required to net standards related to

facilities and materials. Systems failing to meet standards are

annexed by other systems.

4%.

The third movement toward consolidation and merger is to fund_ only

one position per county. For example, a state may, fund only one

finance officr.:r per county. In counties with .two or more school

systems this becomes an incentive for "voluntary' merger.
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It is difficult to gehzralize about school consolidation.

Consolidation of districts in North Carolina is a different issue

than that in Ar".ansas or Nebraska. Eft when consolidations do

occur, school policy makers, administrators and teacherb are

presented with the challenge to accarplish a smooth-transition with

the least disruption to the learning process. That is not an easy

task.

Trends

The movement toward reduced class size, increased services, higher

certification standards, accountability, competency-based curriculum

and expanded learning opportunities for students will probably

continue to affect rural schools for the next five to ten years.

The growing understanding about the relationship between education

and the economy and the predictable realization of the relationships

between an aging society, financial security, worker productivity

and an effective educational system caTbine to suggest that the

interest in education may not be a passing fad but a new norm.

Rural education will need to respond to the challenges the current

reforms present and prepare to rqspond to additional challenges.

There are three additional movements that may effect rural education
di

as they are reflected through school inproverest efforts.
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pking ;kills

The focus on atudent performance is gradually becoming multi-

faceted. Basic skills was. once the sole concern. Then as people

began to understand that college entrance exams, i.e., the SAT and

ACT, are not measures of basic skills and as they carprefrad

performance data provided by the National Assessment of Educational

Progess, attention has begun to focus on higher order skills as well

as the basic skills. This transformation is not yet complete; but

today many people understand the distinction between basic and

higher order skills. There is growing recognition of the deficits

that appear in student performance measures that focus on the higher

order skills.

This growing concern is already being expressed in a call for more

instruction and accountability in the areas of matheraatical and

social problem solving, critical and analytical reading, persuasive

and technical writing and scientific processes. The teaching of

thinking skills and creativity will Vrcbably be explicitly specified

by legislative and board of education mandates.

Rural schools will be. required to respond to these challenges. The

response will require that staff be trained in the teaching of

higher order skills and that students be provided with the

opportunities to develop these skills.

14
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Issues pertaining to increased certification requirements, staff

recruitment and retention, and provision of 104 demand academic

courses will probably intensify. Rural schools will be expected to

respond to the continuing needs associated with the teaching of

basic skills and to provide students with the opportunity to learn

the higher order skills.

structional Technolo9v

The use of instructional technology in rural schools is a topic of

one of the companion papers; therefore, the reference in this paper

will be limited to a single point.

Reform strategies in many states include the use of microcomputers

as an instructional tool. Hardware and software are being made

available. Same states have mandated computer literacy as part of

their graduation requirements. The challenge of the effective use

of microcomputers in the instructional process is already present.

Microcomputers may be the forerunner of a multitude of technology

that will greatly affect the instructional process. Microcomputers

combined with interactive-video technology has the potential

ofdramatically changing the role of teacher from the deliverer of

instruction to manager of instructional processes.

15



Teleccecunication technology opens the door wide to options for

effectively, providing low demand courses to students in the most

isolated areas. Large computers that link mini and microcomputers

in statewide accountability systems have the potential of vastly

changing current testing and assessment procedures.

Hardware and software are not human resources. They may be compared

with the hardare and software associated with military defense

systems. Itis will very likely provide educationuith a new ally in

seeking increased funding for guaranteeing that the nation remains

strong through an effective educational system,-as the relationships

between an aging society, financial security, worker productivity,

the national economy and schooling begin to be understood more

fully. This serendipitous coalition of educators and supplies of

hardware and software may propel education into anew technological

area.

Rural education wl&I be expected to keep pace with these

technological changes. Staff, curriculum, services and facilities

will all be impacted. The set, of challenges presented by technology

may make all of today's issues appear simple in comparison.
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iZrlv Childhood Educaticrk

There is a growing call for the expansion of educational programs

for three and four year aids. Research has indicated that the

performance gap bebseen economically advantaged and diudvantaged

children usually begins to increase in the third grade. This may be

linked to the size of the student's vocabulary when they enter

school. Children from economica-Uy disadvantaged backgrounds enter

school with a vocabUlary of approximately 2000 words. Children from

econanically advantaged homes enter with a vocabulary of .

approximately 40Q0 words. The rates of learning for these to

groups appear to be equivalent during the first and second ;wades,

but during the third grade, when the lev41 of content and hence the

vocabulary requirement is greatly expanded, students with vocabulary

deficits begin todurnstrate less performance. As this

relationship between entering vocabulary and performance becomes

better understood, the call of increases in ezzly, childhood

education will became more intense.

There is one additional trend that may have a negative effect on

rural educatiwi if steps are not taken now to respondto events as

they occur.
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agahLUO 'It sober Shortage

Increased salaries, loan forgiveness programs and career growth

programs may reverse the current trend of declining enrollments in

teacher preparation programs. Increased requirements for admission

into teacher preparation programs and reduced class sizes may

increase demand while decreasing supply and these effects may offset

the gains made through improved working conditions. All of these

unknown factors make it difficult to accurately predict if there

will be enough trained teachers to meet, the demand as current

teachers retire or exit the profession.

There are predictions of teacher shortages and if these predictions

materialize then rural schools may be the first to be affected.

Rural educators should follow closely data on teacher supply and

demand and if shortages appear to be forthcoming, steps will need to

be taken to ensure that rural schools_can-continue to Meet their

educational responsibilities.

Recomendations

The issues and trends suggest that state, local and federal

governments should plan and implement responses to these identified

needs. The research coanunity needs to respond by providing policy

makers and educators with the best information possIble as decisions

Is



are made to provide students who attend schools serving rural areas

with opal access to quality learning opportunities. Thefollowing

recommendations are provided for consideration by these responsible ,

N.
for rural edUcation.

If all of the answers were available prior to an action being taken

to improve education, then very little uvuld be accomplished.

States should continue to take action using the test current data,

Put they should also build into the process reviews of the outcomes

of their actions and to take corrective steps when new information

becores available.

The following suggestions are general and may not match the needs of

a particular state. The intent is to offer a 'salad bar* that can

be used in building a "dish* that is appropriate to individual needs

and appetites.

Incentive Programs

States should develop and fund programs that recognize and

award local initiatives that respond to the challenges presented to

rural schools by the reform movement. For example, local systems

19
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that solve problems associated with providing low demand courses by

sharing instructional staff with other systems should be given

additional support to offset the travel cost incurred by these

cooperative programs.

ggilaLl2enkiment

States should initiate curriculum development, efforts designed

to integrate the teaching of higher order skills into all levels of

instruction. Carrion= specialists should not consider the

teaching of thinking skills as an add-on to be accorplished after

basic skills instruction. The application of basic skills should be

an integral comment of every curriculum.

Teacher Allocations,

Formulas used in allocating teachers to rural schools should

consider course demands. For example, if the state requires that

learning opportunities in physics be provided for students, then the

teacher allocation formula should consider those cases where only a

small number of students take physics. Allocations should not be

based solely on total school enrollment.
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Services that network rural schools should be provided by the

state. The state should encourage and arrange for the sharing of

concerns between and among small schools, institutions of higher

education and the state acency. Services should include

technicalassistance in solving problems unique to rural schools.

Annual rural eduzation conferences should be held with the agenda

designed to allow systems to share concerns and "show and tell*
.

successful practices.

1Saterialsj Raw Lies and Zquiement Allocation

Allocations to rural schools should consider the numbers of

students enrolled in learning opportunities that require special

materials, supplies and equipment. For example, the Nuipment cost

for some vocational education courses is not determined by the

number of students taking the course but by the type of equipment

required. Funding ferrules for equipment based on the number of

students and not on equipment needs is not equitable to small

schools.

21
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States should explore options that would assist economically

disad7antageol counties in the construction and renovation of

educational facilities. Cptions that shift the source of revenue

from property taxes should be considered. Formulas for distributing

funds should reflect both need and the ability to raise revenues.

recruitment and detention

States should provide loan forgiveness programs for

individuals who agree to teach in rural schools and who are willing

to obtain cultiple certification. Teachers currently cerving rural

schools and who are willing to continue to teach in rural schools

should be provided opportunities to acquire additional certification

at state expense.

States .shculd provide programs that assist rural schools in

the recruitment and placement of teachers and atnistrators.

Staff Develo=yeat

ForouIas used to allocate staff development fuSds should

consider the number of teachers serving isolated geographical

regions. The state should provide incentives to institutions of

22
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higher education who are willing to provide staff development

activities in isolated areas. Funding for state regional service

districts should consider the number of schools served, the number

of teachers in the region, and the geographical isolation of schools

served.

Ipstruction4 Itchnologv,

States should provide for programs that assist local districts

in the planning and operation of instructional program that make

optimal use of instructional technology. Rural districts should be

encouraged through financial incentive programs, to use

telecommunication technology in providing learning opportunities for

students.

Ligaul

Most local units consider issues generated through national and

state school reform movements as challenges that will provide the

students they serve with more learning opportunities and increased

services. Responses to these challenges will reqpire additional

effort, with a willingness to explore new methods and with an

acceptance of changes in the ways that learning opportunities and

services have been provided. Rural educators have the commitment

and determination required to accoaplish this set of tasks.

23



The following suggestions are inteneed to assist local rural
4

educators in accomplishing their goals. Sane suggestions are not

relevant to scxre rural situations; the intent is to offer

suggestia7s that can be matched with local needs and then considered

for implementation.

Ontrunity tnvolvemerut

The expanding and changing role of a rural school requires

that the community served by the school understand the instructional

and service objectives of the school. Community support is

essential for a successful.program and =amity understanding is a

prerequisite for support. The community should be included in the

development of edUcational goals and strategic' plans. Plans should

identify the strengths and needs of the community and describe

responses to needs that use the community's strengths. The

educational plan shoulA include services for the entire community;

for example, school facilities should be available for community

education programs and activities.

gutnerships

Rural schools should reach out to develop partnerships with

civic organizations, churches and local businesses. Partnership

efforts can be used to provide additional services that would not be

24
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possible within the budgets progded by state and local

governments. Na partnership effort can be too small, because the

understanding and support developed through such efforts are

critical to establishing strong links between the school and the

community. Suggested areas for partnership efforts include the

following: tutorial programs; transportation for individuals

requiring special services; dropout prevention programs that use cre-

am-tone and role model approaches; public awareness campaigns to help

parents understand why they should encourage their sons and

daughters to take advantage of learning opportunities that may

require additional effort; orccunity based learnilv experiences; and

public recognition programs designed to reward students and teachers

for jobs well done.

Regional Foundations

Many urban areas and some rural counties with strong economic

bases have established education foundations to provide support for

additional educational programs. Rural systems in caw:unities with

adequate economic bases should consider establishing local education

foundations. Rural systems that are not economically advantaged

should consider form n' consortiums with other rural systems for the

purpose of establishing regional education foandations. Regional

25
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fotridations can solicit local support for program, but the focus

should be on attracting state and natiorsal support for eclacational

activities.

Networks.

Rsaral systems should participate in networks established to

provide information on needs and educational program responses that

are unique to rural cogrunities. If networks are not available in

an area, then a group of rural systems should actively develop a

network.

ir*%suct tom' Technoloov

Local systems should explore the possibilities that technology

provides in responding to the challenges and ±.ssues associated with

educational reform movements. For example, the use of

interactiveaudio and video systems may provide a solution to

providing learning opportunities, for ztwillerits interested in

calculus, physics, creative writing, or other la,' demand courses.

Also, an interactive video link batmen isolated schools and an

institution of higher education- could provide an answer to the need

for inservice training required to achieve multiple certification

for some teachers.
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Rec ruitment And Aetertioq

Local. systems working within the commutity can provide

adequate and reasauole housing opportunities for prospective

teachers. The system and cogrunity can also boric together in

providing orientation cries for teachers new to the region

and can continue to provide support service as newcomers become

acclimated to the area.

The role of the federal. government should differ from the roles of

state and local governments...The states have the constitutional

- -responsibility for education. Local units have the responsibility

tol.promide direct educationalsetviges for individuals. 2te federal

government's responsibilities Are to guarantee that no peison is

denied &lacational opportunities, to support state and local system
. .

in providing service to populations with special needs, to) provide

information services, and to support research and evel

activities designed to further the state-of-the-art.

The following activities are suggested as appropriate 1. ales for the

federal government to play in supporting the improvene2. of rural

education.

27
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The federal govern:mit should collect, process and disseminate

adequate statistics needed to accurately describe demographics and

educational programs associated with rural areas.

0

Not:Hula

She federal goerruent should identify networks that can bet

used by rural education systems in maintaining =tact with other,

system that share =awn problems and, concerns A rural network

hancbook should be develcped and periodically updated. The handbook

should describe the benefits of actively participating in networks,

the, procedures that a. system should follow to optimize the benefits

of networking, and should provide an annotated list of networks.

gesearch Support

The federal government should provide support for research

activities subsequently listed.. Research that contributes to the

modification and expansion of the rural education knuoledge data

base should be supported through competitive grants to local rural

education systems, state departments of public instruction,

instituticlis of highee education, and individuals interested in the

improvement of rural education.

28
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Learning Materials Den locrent airport

r.

There is a need for learning materials that capitalize on the

strengths of a rural environment, for example, a science text or

supplemental materials that suggests how the rural environment can

be used as a learning laboratory. The federal government should--`--

provide support for the developent, field testing, and market

testing of such materials. Owe prototypes have been developed and

their marketability established, the responsibility for the

development of additional materials tailored for the rural education

market should be transferred to the publishing industry.

Zstinsa1 maints12122atS3ixot

The federal role in supporting the development of educational

technology should consist of three phases. First, the government

should provide leadership in developing a public awareness about the

relationships between our economy: cur defensive systems, and our

educational systems. Next, the government needs to support research

cn the uses of technology in achieving our educational goals. This

research should include the development and testing of hardware and

software explicitly designed to achieve instructional objectives.

Third, the government should support the diffusion and

implementation of these developed technologies.

28
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search Cc:enmity

Research is required for the advancement of knowledge that will

assist rural educators in providing better learning opportunities

for students who attend schools serving small, rural and often

isolated communities. %be federal government, states and local

systems mast work together in =Wafting research, but tne research

cannunity mist play a leadership role in the identification, design

and implenentation of research projects.

%he following research topics, associated with the improvement of

rural education, are suggested.

Inatia".2miadza

Research needs to be conducted on the effectiveness and

efficiency of instructional technology. Efforts need to be made to

determine the appropriate uses of technology. Investigations into

the relationships between teachers, students, hardware and software

are required. Both basic and applied research needs to be

=ducted.
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Basic research efforts should focus on the development of

learning theory related to the use of technology. This research

should be used to suggest advances that need to occur in both

hardware and software development.

Applied research efforts should focus on currently available

hardware and software and its use in the instructional process.

Effects on academic performance, interpersonal skills and values

need to be determined.,

The research menu related to the use of instructional

technology may be related in complexity and size to the research

effort undertaken to placeaman on the moon. Its successful

accomplishment may prove to be very important to the security of the

national economy and society's survival.

Corbination Grades

Although pale in importance to the research agenda associated

with instructional technology, there is a need to conduct reseach on

the effectiveness of combination grades instruction. Procedures
_

used in establishing combination grade classes and the effectiveness

-of these approaches in prwiding students with quality learning

experiences need to be studied.
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Car =kat=

The relationship between teacher certification and student

performance needs to be carefully studied. .chat elements considered

in granting certification are I.:portant? Does the certification

process need to be complex or are there only a few important factors

that should be considered? Should certification requirenents be

different for teachers who serve in rural schoul from the

requirements for teachers who serve in urban areas? Should

certification requirements be different for individuals who enter

teaching after completing successful careers in other_ areas which

require knowledge in the learning area for which the person is

seeking certification?

Certification is an important factor in determining teacher

supply. Given the challenges presented to rural schools by

increased certification requirements and given the projected

shortagv: r ,47tified teachers in the near future, research in this

area should be given top priority.

ttLissicee=12fairmatIngs=ianaLLIta

The rural environment could provide a learning laboratory for

students attending small and isolated schools. Research needs to be

conducted to determine if the rural environment can be used
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effectively and efficiently. Are there advantages and

disadvantages? Scw can the strengths of a rural setting be best

used in improving the quality of education?

Zstrztjvcal fttvlesitearnirx; Styles

research is needed to determine the optimum match between

instructional styles and learning styles. Do students attending

schools in rural areas tend to differ in learning styles from non-

rural students? Are there specific instructional techniques that

are more appropriate for rural areas than urban areas?

These recommendations for researchers and government officials are

not intended to be inclusive. They are intended as a starting point

for continuing the discussion of rural school improvement.

Conclusion

The educational impraqement movement presents rural schools with new

challenges in providing quality instruction and services for

students* but with the challenges come opportunitieSs and the

benefits of those opportunities far outweigh the issues and problems

that must be faced in implementing 'reforms.
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She improvement mcvenbant has the support of the naticnis business

leaders. They understand the relationships between a, strong mammy

and education. 'They underStand that eccnomic prosperity depends

won the productivity of barkers. They understand the links between

productivity and education. And as they gain an understanding of

the potential that instructicnal tectnological advances can have on

the eccncey, as they begin to draw economic parallels betwen the

development and deployment of military hardware and software with

the development and deploprent of educational hardware and software,

then the it:prom:rent movement will gain a new life and the country

may enter a period of =patched educational advancement.

Rural educators, because of the challenges that they are being

forced to face today, could be the technological educational leaders

of toporrcw. As rural educators build on the strengths of their

c.cccunities, learn to use technology effectively and efficiently

without replacing essent5al hr.ran elements, and provide quality

learning opportunities for students, they will gain the experience

required to lead the nation as we enter a new age of enlightment.
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